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Jeremy Corbyn says he wants British terrorists to return to UK
and attacks the Government for stripping ISIS jihadis of their
passports in Arab TV interview

Jeremy Corbyn revealed he wants to let British jihadis return home in a revealing interview to Arab TV
station LuaLua TV
The Labour leader also said suspected extremists should not be stopped from leaving to fight
JEREMY Corbyn's security credentials were again cast into serious doubt after it emerged he wants to
allow British jihadis to come home.
Just months before he was elected Labour leader, the veteran Socialist lashed out at the ban on ISIS
fighters from returning to the UK.
The veteran Socialist and peace campaigner dubbed the national security move "strange" as well as
"legally very questionable".
The Sun can also reveal the 68-year-old said suspected extremists here should not be stopped from
leaving the UK to fight holy war, and attacked the government for stripping jihadis of their passports.
Comparing them to the fight against apartheid in South Africa, he warned that anti-government fighters
there were once dubbed terrorists but "were later welcomed to this country as freedom fighters".
Along with his Shadow Chancellor John McDonnell and Shadow Home Secretary Diane Abbott, Mr
Corbyn, also voted against ISIS fighters being stripped of their British citizenship.
Tory Security Minister Ben Wallace added: "Jeremy Corbyn cannot hide from his record of consistently
opposing the powers the police and security services need to keep the United Kingdom safe.
"For thirty years Corbyn has put his support for Britain's opponents ahead of national security, yet four
days before polling day he cynically wants to fool voters into thinking he will keep Britain safe."
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